In addition to NSA Regulation 10-6, 10 May 1955, the following procedures will govern the NSA Special Meeting to be held at the Arlington Hall Post Theater on 23 August 1955.

a. Personnel are urged to arrive at the theater prior to 1025 hrs and will not be permitted to congest in front of the entrances. All personnel will be required to have their identification checked before entering. Signs will be posted at the various entrances indicating entrances to be used.

b. Four entrances will be used for ingress—two are located in the front of the theater and two are located on the sides of the lobby. The four entrances are broken down as follows. A thru C will use the lobby entrance adjacent to the road; D thru J will use the left entrance at the front of the theater; K thru Q will use the right entrance at the front of the theater and R thru Z will use the lobby entrance nearest the tennis courts. (See sketch below)

---

John T. Hilsbos
Acting Chief, Security Division
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